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Part One: Dances from the session on VISITING COUPLE SQUARES 

In this workshop we danced five visiting couple squares. I’ve described both the patter 
and a description of the figures in this handout. Here are a couple of notes to keep in 
mind: 

! The dances in this handout are visiting couple dances, in which each couple dances 
the main figure with each other couple in turn. When I learned how to call, I 
observed many ways that callers sequenced these figures with introductions, 
breaks, middles, and endings. You might decide on a sequence based on lots of 
factors, such as the age of the dancers, how much energy they have, how long the 
min figure of the dance is, etc. Here are two standard options: 

Introductory figures 
Couple 1 leads the figures 
Couple 2 leads the figures 
Middle figures 
Couple 3 leads the figures 
Couple 4 leads the figures 
Ending figures 

Introductory figure 
Couple 1 leads the figures 
Break figures 
Couple 2 leads the figures 
Middle figures 
Couple 3 leads the figures 
Break figures 
Couple 4 leads the figures 
Ending figures 

 

! There are a lot of different versions of these square dances and there have always 
been a lot of regional variation in how they were called and how they were danced. 
The way that I called them and the way they are described here is just one version 
of each dance. 
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! Some of the older calls are anachronisms now and should probably be avoided 
because they probably lead to more confusion than fun. For example, one of my 
most important mentors, Jerry Goodwin of Buchanan, WV and later Baden, PA, used to 
call a figure “half swing and a half promenade” to move the active couple on to the next. At 
one point in time this was a common call, but not lately. I demonstrated the call and figure at 
the workshop, but I’m not sure we need to use it at evening dance parties. I left it out of the 
transcriptions here. In another case, he called ‘right and left thru” to indicate what most folks 
think of as a “pass thru.” We may as well use “pas thru.” 

! In most cases, there isn’t a specific sequence of break/chorus/ending figures that 
need to be called with each of these dances. Some callers memorize specific intros, 
breaks, and endings to go with specific figures. Although I probably did this when I 
first started calling, I don’t any more. I often change what I call for the break figures 
throughout a given dance. Many different sequences work. If you change things up, 
keep the variations similar and keep it simple. In the descriptions, I offer just one 
example of what I called. 

Have fun with ‘em! 

 

Larry Edelman, April 18, 2009 

larry.edelman@mac.com 
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Version of “Lady ‘Round The Lady” 

Call Description 

First couple lead out to the right  Couple 1 goes out to dance with couple 2 

Lady round the lady and the gent around 
the gent 

Lady 1 walks between and through lady 2 and gent 
2, then turns to her left and dances around lady 2 
and back to the center 
Gent 1 follows lady 1 through couple 2, then turns to 
his right and dances around gent 2 and back to the 
center 

Meet in the middle for a right allemande Lady 1 and gent 1 right allemande 

Lady round the gent and the gent around 
the lady 

Lady 1 walks between and through lady 2 and gent 
2, then turns to her right and dances around gent 2 
and back to the center 
Gent 1 follows lady 1 through couple 2, then turns to 
his left and dances around lady 2 and back to the 
center 

Meet in the middle for a left allemande Lady 1 and gent 1 left allemande 

I’ll swing yours and you swing mine  Lady 1 swings gent 2 and gent 1 swings lady 2 

Give me back mine and I’ll give you back 
yours, Swing your own like you done 
before 

Couples 1 and 2 swing their partners 

Lead couple go on to the next Couples 1 and 2 stop swinging and couple 1 leads to 
couple 3 and repeats the set of figures above with 
couple 3 

 
Notes: 
! There are many, many versions of this dance and many different choices for patter. This is 

just one version. 
 
! Here’s the basic version of the break that I called with this square: 

All join hands and circle left, 
You’re goin’ the wrong way go the other way back, make your feet go wickety-wack, 
Now turn your corner with a left hand around, 
Right to your own when you come down, and rights and lefts go round the town, 
When you meet your partner you pass ‘em by, 
Everybody home you swing and whirl, you swing that gent and swing that girl. 
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PEEK-A-BOO 

Call Description 

Couple number one go out to the right. 
Circle up four, just once around don’t go no 
more 

Couple 1 goes out to couple 2 and circles to 
the left with them about once around 

Couple number one peek-a-boo, go over the 
lady and back over the gent 

Couple 2 drops all hands. Couple 1, still 
holding hands (gent’s right, ladies left) makes 
an arch and walks over lady number two as 
couple 2 bends down a bit and walks forward. 
Couple 1 then backs up over gent two as 
couple two backs up to place. 

Circle up four like you used to do Couples 1 and 2 join hands and circle left once 
around. 

Couple number two peek-a-boo Couples 1 and 2 reverse roles for the peek-a-
boo figure. 

Circle up four Couples 1 and 2 join hands and circle left once 
around. 

You swing your own now high and low 
 

Couples 1 and 2 swing their partners 

Go on to the next and couple up four Couples 1 and 2 stop swinging and couple 1 
leads to couple 3 and repeats the set of 
figures above with couple 3 

 
Notes: 
! I’m not certain, but I believe that I first saw this dance called by Frank Hall, then of 

Bloomington, Indiana. I vaguely remember that he said that it was collected at a senior 
citizens center. I’m sure that I tweaked the patter and I think I added a circle left to the 
figure. 

! Here’s a basic version of the introduction that I called with this square: 
Now turn your corner with a left hand around, 
Now right to your own you pull on by, go rights and lefts you chain the town, 
Go half around and join hands and circle left, 
Everybody home and swing your own, 
Now allemande left with your left hand, you swing your own to the beat of the band. 
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PASS THROUGH AND BACK-TO-BACK 

Call Description 

First couple lead out to the right  Couple 1 goes out to couple 2 and they circle 
to the left about once around 

Pass thru and back-to-back Couple 1s and 2 pass thru (pass right shoulder 
with opposite) 

Swing your opposite behind your back After passing through, gent s and ladies 1 and 
2 do an about face individually and swing with 
their opposites. Gents keep the ladies they 
swung on their right hand side and face the 
other couple (they are now facing their 
partners) 

Pass thru and back-to-back Couple 1s and 2 pass thru again (passing right 
shoulder with original partner) 

Swing your own behind your back After passing through, all four about face and 
swing their partners 

Circle to the left and shoot ‘em thru, on to the 
next and buckle up four 

Couples 1 and 2 circle to the left about half 
way until couple 2 has their back to couple 3. 
Couple 2 makes an arch and couple 1 ducks 
under and goes out to couple 3 and repeats 
the set of figures above with couple 3 while 
couple 2 goes home 

 

Notes:  

! I learned this dance from Jerry Goodwin of Buchanan, WV and later Baden, PA. Jerry did 
not call it as “pass thru” but he called it as “right and left thru.” I recommend that you call it 
as “pass thru” because most dancers think of a “right and left thru” as ending with a courtesy 
turn, and that’s not what happens in this dance (I learned that the hard way!). I called it as a 
“right and left thru” at DTBS West because I was demonstrating (as best I could) Jerry’s 
patter and calling style. 

! Here’s one way that I called a break during this square: 
Turn your corner with a left hand round, 
Now right to your own, all the way round, Back to your corner when you come down, 
Allemande left your corners all, grand right and left you change the hall, 
Half way around you meet your own, turn by the right go the other way back, 
Pass your partner and allemande left your corners all, promenade now with the belle of the 
ball, 
Oat in the barn and wheat’s in the stack, swing your gal when you come back. 
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Elbow Swing 

Call Description 

First couple lead out to the right  Couple 1 goes out to couple 2 and they circle 
to the left about once around 

Gents in the middle with an elbow swing Gents 1 and 2 link right arms and swing about 
once and a half around until they are facing 
their opposites 

Opposite lady with the opposite wing Gents 1 and 2 link left arms with their 
opposites and swing about once around until 
Gents 1 and 2 are facing each other  

Back to the center with the same old thing Gents 1 and 2 link right arms and swing about 
once and a half around until they are facing 
their partners 

Back to your own with a turkey wing (a.k.a. 
“pigeon wing” or ‘old Hook and swing” 

Gents 1 and 2 link left arms with their partners 
and swing about once around until couples 1 
and 2 are facing each other 

Couple up four Couples 1 and 2 circle to the left  

I’ll swing yours and you swing mine Couples 1 and 2 swing their corners 

I’ll swing my gal any old time Couples 1 and 2 swing their partners 

On to the next Couple 1 leads to couple 3 and repeats the set 
of figures above with couple 3 

 

Notes:  

! This is an old standard, and lots of different patter have been used, for example, referring to 
the turkey wing as a “pigeon wing.” Jerry Goodwin used to call: “Back to your own for a hook 
and swing.” 

! Here’s one way that I called a break during this square: 
Now all around the left hand lady, 
See-saw your pretty little taw, 
Now allemande left your corners all, grand right and left you chain the hall, 
Rights and lefts go half round, you meet your own and swing ‘em round, 
Now promenade go round the town, like a jaybird skatin’ on the frozen ground. 
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LADIES CHANGE AND RUN THE REEL 

Call Description 

First couple lead out to the right  Couple 1 goes out to couple 2 and they circle 
to the left about once around 

Ladies change with a right hand across, gents 
to the right but don’t get lost 

Ladies 1 and 2 turn by the right hand while 
gents 1 and 2 walk counterclockwise, until 
they meet their partners (ladies will turn about 
¾ of the way around)  

Turn ‘em around and change ‘em back Couples 1 and 2 allemande left with their 
partners until the ladies are facing each other. 
The ladies turn by the right again while the 
gents continue  to walk counterclockwise until 
they meet their partners 

Turn ‘em around Couples 1 and 2 allemande left with their 
partners until the two couples are facing 

Run the reel Turn opposites by the right, partners by the 
left, opposites by the right again, then partners 
by the left once more until the two couples are 
facing again 

Circle to the left half way and shoot ‘em thru Couples 1 and 2 circle to the left about half 
way until couple 2 has their back to couple 3. 
Couple 2 makes an arch and couple 1 ducks 
under and goes out to couple 3 and repeats 
the set of figures above with couple 3 while 
couple 2 goes home 

Notes:  
! “Run the Reel” is a variant of such figures as the “docey-doe” as Lloyd Shaw called it, or the 

Georgia Wrang-tang. I learned this figure dancing at rural dances in western Pennsylvania 
where some dancers liked to add twirls to the figures. At DTBS, I demonstrated how to dance 
the figure with the twirls. The twirls make the figure fun, but also a lot more complicated. This 
was okay at DTBS, because it was a workshop. But at a typical community dance party I 
think that keeping it simple is best. There are good opportunities for colorful patter during the 
reel, including the old standard “chicken in the bread pan pickin’ out the dough.” 

! Here’s one way that I called a break during this square: 
Allemande left with your left hand, now dos-a-do your partners all, 
Now all join hands in a big old wheel, the more you dance the better you feel, 
You’re goin’ the wrong way go the other way back, circle to the left, same old track, 
Now face your corner, allemande left and chain the town, one foot up and the other foot 
down, Aw make that little foot jaw the ground, 
Swing your own, 
Promenade, go round the track, one foot up and the other foot back. 


